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	This book introduces programmers to objects at a gradual pace. The syntax boxes are revised to show typical code examples rather than abstract notation. This includes optional example modules using Alice and Greenfoot. The examples feature annotations with dos and don'ts along with cross references to more detailed explanations in the text. New tables show a large number of typical and cautionary examples. New programming and review problems are also presented that ensure a broad coverage of topics. In addition, Java 7 features are included to provide programmers with the most up-to-date information.
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Oracle Fusion Middleware PatternsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Enterprise Architecture is seldom simplistic enough to be built on a single technology - it generally encompasses a wide array of technologies, including SOA, Identity Management, Business Intelligence, Performance Management, Web 2.0, Content Management, BPM, Distributed caching, Data Integration, and Application Server.
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trixbox CE 2.6Packt Publishing, 2009
The open source telephony platform trixbox CE is designed to implement a PBX system with features typically reserved for large enterprise businesses. trixBox allows an individual or organization to set up a telephone system with traditional telephone networks as well as internet-based telephony or VoIP. The task is time consuming and involves a...
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Uncertainty Management with Fuzzy and Rough Sets: Recent Advances and Applications (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing, 377)Springer, 2019

	
		This book offers a timely overview of fuzzy and rough set theories and methods. Based on selected contributions presented at the International Symposium on Fuzzy and Rough Sets, ISFUROS 2017, held in Varadero, Cuba, on October 24-26, 2017, the book also covers related approaches, such as hybrid rough-fuzzy sets and hybrid fuzzy-rough...
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Premiere and After Effects Studio SecretsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Includes inspiration, tips, and tricks from 21 different digital video gurus. With topics as varied as How to edit a political campaign video, Bringing Artistry to Wedding Videos, A behind-the-scenes look indy filmmaking; this book is sure to have something for every digital videographer.

ABOUT THE DVD-ROM

Any book about creating...
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High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2008
Looking for help making smarter, more profitable high-end investment decisions? Why buy ten books that cover each of the major topics you need to understand, when High-Powered Investing All-In-One For Dummies gives you ten expert guide for the price of one?
    This hands-on resource arms you with an arsenal of advanced investing...
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Neonatal Immunity (Contemporary Immunology)Humana Press, 2004

	A critical review of the classic, as wells as most recent-and quite seminal-findings concerning the phenotypic and molecular characteristics of both fetal and neonatal B and T cells, the cells that mediate antibody and cellular immune responses in newborns and infants. Dr. Bona shows how the antibody response of neonates is modulated by...
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